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In a recent speech to the Commonwealth Club, new-
ly installed UC President Janet Napolitano described the UC as 
“special”: “We’re here to teach — to transmit knowledge — and 
to research — and to create knowledge”  ( http://www.dailycal.
org/2013/10/31/full-text-janet-napolitanos-first-major-speech-
uc-president/ ). This notion of the “transmission” of knowledge 
echoes the language of the UC Mission Statement, which claims 
under the heading, “We Teach” that, “Instructional programs at the 
undergraduate level transmit knowledge and skills to students. At 
the graduate level, students experience with their instructors the 
processes of developing and testing new hypotheses and fresh inter-
pretations of knowledge.” While noting that implicit in this mission 
statement is the notion that undergraduate students are passive 
recipients of transmitted knowledge, whereas graduate students are 
figured as active interpreters and producers of knowledge, it is this 
recurring concept of “transmission,” that I find troubling and that I 
would like to further trouble. 

The notion of transmission within epistemological theories 
has attained ideological status in our highly digitized capitalist 
society. With the emergence of cybernetic systems in the mid-twen-
tieth century, technological utopians and free-market economists 
alike began to conflate “knowledge,” with Claude Shannon’s newly 
theorized category of “information,” often resulting in common-
sensical assumptions as to the role of knowledge, teaching, and 
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learning. Though cybernetics and neoclassical economics appeared 
incongruent initially, their unlikely convergence is palpable in 
today’s “knowledge economy” and has been chronicled by Philip 
Mirowski1 , Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron2, among others3. 

1 In Dream Machines Philip Mirowski catalogues the extensive influence 
that emergent ideas of cybernetics and game theory had on the mid-century 
school of neoclassical economists surrounding Friedrich Hayek at the University 
of Chicago, and, in particular, the contested role of information within debates 
between “Hence at least some of the premier disputants in this controversy had 
arrived at the curious impasse of suggesting that the salient difference between 
capitalism and socialism was that the former accomplished some (virtual?) com-
putations that latter could not... Again in 1935 Hayek was precociously promot-
ing the term “information” as one of the central instrumentalities of market co-
ordination.” (Machine Dreams 235-236). Yet it is in Mirowski’s more recent book, 
Never Let a Serious Crisis Go To Waste, that the full stakes of such influences 
become clear: Mirowski paints a picture of a world in which neoliberal assump-
tions about the commodification of anything and everything have become so 
ideological as to be unassailable. It is only in such a world that the privatization 
of education and knowledge can make sense.
2 In a widely cited 1995 essay titled “The Californian Ideology” Barbrook 
and Cameron investigate the prevalence of free-market libertarianism within 
the (then) emerging consensus around technological utopianism. Barbrook and 
Cameron are particularly interested in the capacity of such ideologies to absorb 
and erase contradictions, such as twin inheritance of neo-conservative las-
sez-faire economic policy and new-left progressive values.  http://www.comune.
torino.it/gioart/big/bigguest/riflessioni/californian_engl.pdf
3 I’m thinking here, especially, of the BBC documentary All Watched Over 
by Machines of Loving Grace. The second episode in Adam Curtis’s three-part se-
ries, titled “The Use and Abuse of Vegetational Concepts,” is particularly relevant 
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As Lars Qvortrup suggests, the category of “knowledge” is woe-
fully under-theorized, even by exponents of “the knowledge soci-
ety.” Qvortrup has explored a contradiction in Shannon’s thinking 
between the instrumental necessity of conceiving of information as 
an essence or substance, and the concept of “observer-dependency,” 
in information theory, which, in Shannon’s words, maintains that, 
“the significant aspect of information from the transmission stand-
point is the fact that one particular message is chosen from a set of 
possible messages” (Shannon 1972 p. 246B, as quoted in Qvortrup 
http://www.burlgrey.com/xtra/infola/infolap3.htm p. 4).

This contradiction becomes especially significant given that, 
from an engineering perspective, the goal of information theory 
is to minimize noise within the system and ensure unambiguous 
transmission of the message, meaning that noisy channels and am-
biguous receivers appear as problems to design away or eliminate 
altogether. The haphazard application of the engineering lessons of 
information theory to the complex semiotics of learning and educa-
tion thus positions subjects and bodies in the place of channels and 

in it’s investigation of the (mis)application of cybernetics and systems theory 
to biological structures and ecosystems. Specifically, I’m interested here in the 
slippage, often purposeful, from the relatively narrow field of computer science to 
grand philosophical visions for remaking society in the image of the computer.

transmission of information
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receivers, with bodies of difference inevitably appearing as particu-
larly “noisy” and problematic.

It is here that the figure of the university student, the re-
cipient of supposedly “transmitted knowledge” usefully returns to 
this crash-course in theorizing knowledge in the digital age. The 
recent swell of excitement for online learning and “MOOCs” has 
occasioned some re-evaluation of the popular image of the univer-
sity student, or at least the format in which she is to receive those 
“transmissions.” Despite the depth and fervor of the debate over 
MOOCs, little has been said, on either side, that calls into question 
the assumptions about learning and knowledge inherent in these 
interfaces. When MOOC boosters point to successes in “transmit-
ting” knowledge to large numbers of student participants, transmis-
sion successes which plainly coincide with the priorities of univer-
sities such as the UC, detractors have largely failed to question what 
is meant by “transmission” and by “knowledge.” Could it be that 
“transmission” too nearly matches the concept of pedagogy that 
these critics themselves espouse? That, while lecturing at universi-
ties, “transmission” has become naturalized in the practice of edu-

Claude Shannon’s
schema for information and noise
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cation? To the extent that university education consists of absorbing 
transmitted knowledge from a talking-head professor, MOOCs and 
the digitization of learning appear, indeed, inevitable.

I would propose that meaningful tactics for combating 
assumptions about knowledge and education that have leaked 
from information theory and neoliberal economics into university 
administration, and, by extension, combatting the privatization of 
public education, can be found in a few interrelated phenomena: 

 a) anarchist “free skool” community projects
 b)  what has been termed the “pedagogical turn” in contem-

porary art practice
  and
 c) certain quarters of the “digital humanities.”

For the purposes of this paper, I’ll be looking at one partic-
ular example that encompasses, to some degree, all three of these 
phenomena. The Public School ( http://thepublicschool.org/ ) is a 
network of individuals proposing, hosting, and attending classes on 

Sandra Simonds reading, a Poetry Research Bureau event 
at The Public School Los Angeles.

Photo by Harold Abramowitz
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a variety of topics at a variety of locations in a dozen cities in the 
US, Europe and Puerto Rico. The Public School is wholly unaccred-
ited, and has no connection to the public school system. Anyone 
can take any class for free, and, what’s more, anyone can propose 
a new class on the school’s website, where, if enough people show 
interest, organizers will help identify a location for the class and a 
teacher. As might be expected, classes tend to be small, and fairly 
informal or experimental. Course subjects have ranged widely, but 
have tended to form clusters around topics in theories of contem-
porary art, hacking and electronics, Marxist theory, and poetry.

The Public School as a “Free Skool”

When I myself first encountered The Public School’s initial 
branch in Los Angeles, it was in order to attend an series of lec-
tures and discussions focused on the emerging student occupation 
movements in 2009-2010. Having heard only that the event was 
to be held at something called “The Public School,” but which was 
not a school or a public institution I went expecting to encounter 
an alternative education project akin to the sorts of anarchist and 
countercultural projects that I have been familiar with in the past. 
Such projects, whether under the nomenclature of “free skool,” 
or of “infoshop” or of “social center,” are broadly characterized by 
subcultural aesthetic trappings: flyers for punk shows, radical books 
and ‘zine distribution shelves, a preponderance of jackets, back-
packs and personal clutter, all encased in a dull patina of dust and 
spilt coffee. The Public School in Los Angeles evidenced few such 
aesthetic calling cards of the counter-culture. Rather, I encountered 
a light and airy space, with the bare-white walls of an art gallery 
between exhibitions, and a few, elegantly conceived built-in shelv-
ing units. Even crammed with students and community activists 
discussing the theory and practice of “autonomous spaces,”4 as it 

4 This question of “autonomy” sparks more questions than can mean-
ingfully be addressed here, foremost among them questions about what count-
er-institutions such as The Public School might mean by “autonomy” versus what 
formal institutions such as Universities have traditionally meant in emphasizing 
their “autonomy.” With only a cursory skimming of the rhetoric in each case, my 
personal suspicion about these questions is that colleges and universities have 
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was that day, the space felt tidy and purposeful, and conversation 
was free-flowing and only loosely facilitated. What little facilitation 
there was, adhered to meeting processes common to consensus 
long treasured their “autonomy” from the instrumentalization of knowledge 
at the whims of corporate control, whereas counter-institutions such as The 
Public School implicitly emphasize their “autonomy” from state power as well as 
corporate influence. For some critics of counter-institutions, this independence 
from state control has itself stood out as a point of weakness; the claim would be 
that the rejection of state-affiliation by experimental counter-institutions subjects 
them to the same sets of market-forces as private or privatized educational fo-
rums, and thus abandons the University’s traditional struggle against instrumen-
talization. Or as Claire Bishop writes, paraphrasing Irit Rogoff, “there is a certain 
slippage between terms like ‘education’, ‘self- organised pedagogies’, ‘research’ and 
‘knowledge production’, so that the radical strands of the intersection between 
art and pedagogy blur easily with the neoliberal impetus to render education a 
product or tool in the ‘knowledge economy’” (Bishop 242). My own sense is that 
this critique is largely misplaced and reductive, insomuch as it fails to recognize 
the countercultural character of the communities from which such experiments 
emerge. Questions about the “autonomy” of The Public School specifically are 
doubly complicated when we view it through the lens of contemporary art, as my 
section on “The Education Turn” suggests; since the 1960s arts practitioners have 
been engaged in a long process of decoupling from Kant’s assertions about the 
“autonomy” of art. What does it mean for a project to simultaneously refute the 
“autonomy” of art while insisting on the “autonomy” of institutions and count-
er-institutions?

Subrosa- A Community Space
703 Pacific Avenue Santa Cruz, CA

Photo by Kyle Lane-McKinley
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based decision making, which appeared to be broadly accepted by 
the group despite this having taken place in February of 2010, a 
year and a half before the Occupy Movement brought such process-
es onto a national stage.

The familiarity with consensus processes again resonates 
with anarchist Free Skool projects, which commonly default to 
consensus process just as I had witnessed at The Public School. For 
Free Skool projects, which trace their roots to Francisco Ferrer’s 
“Escuela Moderna” in Barcelona at the turn of the twentieth centu-
ry consensus decision making is part of an anti-authoritarian her-
itage. As the website for Free Skool Santa Cruz puts it: “More than 
just an opportunity to learn, we see Free Skool as a direct challenge 
to dominant institutions and hierarchical relationships.”

And yet, even as The Public School embraces many of the 
same tactics as Free Skool projects, The Public School avoids, rather 
studiously, claims to challenge the status quo. Indeed, the most 
radical claim that is made on The Public School’s website is that it 
is “a school with no curriculum... operating under the assumption 
that everything is in everything.” Curriculum being the program-
matic education that a school provides, and transmission being the 
movement of something from one site to another, each claim flies 
in the face of the transmission model of learning.

The Public School in the context of the Educational Turn 
in Contemporary Art

One of the reasons that The Public School LA appears more 
like an art gallery than an anarchist free skool is that, in some sense, 
it is an art gallery.  Initiated in Los Angeles in 2007 by Sean Dock-
ray and Fiona Whitton in the basement of the Telic Arts Exchange, 
the Chinatown art gallery that the two had been running since 
2003, by September of 2008 the whole of the main gallery space 
had been given over to the needs of The Public School. This trans-
formation coincided almost exactly with the height of what has 
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been termed “the pedagogical turn,” or sometimes, “the educational 
turn,” in contemporary art. 

Beyond a style of exhibition and a trend for chalk-boards, 
these terms denote a distinct commitment of art practitioners and 
curators to conceiving of education itself as the artistic medium. 
As Kristina Lee Podevsa writes, “education as a form of art mak-
ing constitutes a relatively new medium... (which) is distinct from 
projects that take education and its institution, the academy, as a 
subject or facilitator of production” (Podevsa, 1).  

In a chapter dedicated to pedagogical projects in contempo-
rary art, Claire Bishop positions such work within the larger field 
of participatory art, noting that participatory art practices emerged 
from crises of representation in the same post-’60s moment that 
critical pedagogy emerged from crises in education, with the two 
converging in educational art projects of the 2000s. The insistence 
among practitioners of critical pedagogy, writes Bishop, on the 
“breakdown of teacher/ pupil hierarchy and participation as a route 
to empowerment finds its direct correlate in the breakdown of 
medium-specificity and a heightened attention to the viewer’s role 
and presence in art” (Bishop 267). Even so, Bishop expresses cer-
tain misgivings about drawing facile equivalencies between art and 
education: “Viewers are not students, and students are not viewers, 
although their respective relationships to the artist and teacher 
have a certain dynamic overlap. The history of participatory art 
nevertheless incites us to think of these categories more elastically” 
(Bishop 241). While acknowledging that the categories do not map 
onto one another perfectly, it is thus clear that one of the things that 
is at stake in the increasingly contested relationships between artist 
and viewer, and between teacher and student, is the empowerment 
of the viewer / student through practices which question the form 
that communication takes in these respective formats; questioning, 
that is, the status of “transmission.”
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The Public School as Digital Humanities

To think The Public School as a form of Digital Human-
ities, it’s important to first remember the role of the school website 
as the space in which most, if not all, of the organizing of classes 
and recruitment of participants takes place. Digital Humanities is 
most often thought of in terms of research methodologies and / or 
venues for publication, but a quick survey of the primary literature 
on the subject reveals that nearly everyone engaged with theorizing 
this emergent field thinks about it in terms of developing a commu-
nity of researchers and participants as well. 

As Anne Burdick, Johanna Drucker, Peter Lunenfeld, Todd 
Presner and Jeffrey Schnapp explain in their jointly authored book, 
“Digital Humanities refers to new modes of scholarship and insti-
tutional units for collaborative, transdisciplinary, and computation-
ally engaged research, teaching, and publication” (DH, 122).  These 
authors further emphasize the democratizing effects of the digital 
humanities in comparison to the academy of recent memory, ex-
plaining that the,

Occupy Oakland General Assembly
Oscar Grant Plaza, October 26, 2011.

photographer unknown.
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 “generative aspects of Digital Humanities thus go a long 
way to addressing the... critique from all parts of the ideological 
spectrum that teaching and research are at odds with one anoth-
er, that scholarship itself … is addressed only to others in an ever 
shrinking pool of the like-minded and credentialed. Digital Hu-
manities scholarship... promises to expand the constituency of se-
rious scholarship and engage in a dialogue with the world at large” 
(DH 26). 

Without engaging in fantasies that participants at The Pub-
lic School might entail “the world at large,”5  it is certainly a “new 
mode” of “computationally engaged teaching and publication” that 
“promises to expand the constituency of serious scholarship.”

Elsewhere, writing in a less collaborative mode, Johanna 
Drucker has focused attention on the iterative, performative, and 
non-identical quality of any text, digital or otherwise, and the cen-
tral role that interpretation must play in putting the “humanities” in 
“digital humanities.”

Further, in an essay introducing the concept of “reading 
the interface,” Drucker has emphasized the intimate connection 
between such analysis and the emergent terrain of digital human-
ities. “The Graphic User Interface is a mediating scrim, a boundary 
space in which we interact with an abstraction of computation, 
not a  window through which information passes like fast food at 
a drive-through” (Drucker 216). Drucker’s writings thus reveal a 
5 To the contrary, many participants and teachers at The Public School 
who I spoke with professed anxiety about the demographics of their fellow par-
ticipants. Anecdotally, at least, attendees appear to be predominantly white and 
highly educated. Indeed, jokes proliferate about the discord between the name 
“The Public School” and the content of the courses, which would seem to appeal 
mostly to graduate students and academics. At the East Bay branch of TPS specif-
ically, located a few blocks from what had come to be known in the Fall of 2011 
as Oscar Grant Plaza, self-reflection on racial, class and gender privileges appears 
automatic, and yet the organization has struggled, so far unsuccessfully, to make 
themselves appealing or relevant to the working class communities of color with 
which they share physical proximity. Well-placed anxieties about demographics 
notwithstanding, it is worth noting that as of yet it is not so much The Public 
that has been successfully addressed by this network of schools, as much as it is a 
loosely unified, highly educated, emergent counter-public.
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nuanced conception of the digital humanities that fracture inherit-
ed assumptions about univocal authors and disrupt facile claims as 
to the “efficient” transmission of meanings and information even as 
they suggest methodologies for unpacking the complex and shifting 
manners in which we learn from texts and, by extension, from one 
another.

Considering The Public School through the lens of “reading 
the interface” would entail a reading of the school’s website, but also 
a reading of the physical spaces as “interfaces.” Doing so thoroughly 
exceeds the scope of this paper—though that idea was the initial 
seed of this research—but a few things are readily obvious. The 
Public School’s website might be characterized as a friendly mini-
malism; lots of helvetica, a calendar of events, and a diagrammatic 
representation of how to get involved dominate most page render-
ings. The site is remarkably easy to use and understand, exhibiting 
many of the hallmarks of “good-design” and “transparency” that 
Drucker’s essay teaches us to be somewhat skeptical of. While the 
unfettered use of helvetica has taken on monolithic proportions 
in recent years, here it appears justified, evoking either the unob-
trusive formality of national parks signage, or a winking pastiche 

The Public School, user interface.
http://thepublicschool.org/
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thereof, depending on who is reading the site. And it is approach-
ability, by a broad swath of potential users, that seems to serve as a 
design philosophy throughout the site. It is analogous, in that way, 
to the comparison made earlier between the white-walled minimal-
ism of The Public School LA and the countercultural trappings of 
say, SubRosa Anarchist Infoshop in Santa Cruz; while neither the 
website nor the physical space might reflect my own personal aes-
thetic priorities, certainly almost no one could be put-off or offend-
ed by their appearance, whereas the aesthetics of many counter-cul-
tural projects have surely alienated many potential participants, 
albeit inadvertently.

Rancier & Freire

Critical reconception of “transmission” in this manner re-
calls two prominent critiques of education in the twentieth century: 
that of Paulo Freire, as articulated in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
and that of Jacques Rancier, as articulated in The Ignorant School-
master. Without belaboring the comparisons, it is worth noting 
a few points of resonance, precisely because these two texts arise 
again and again in secondary research that I’ve done on this topic.

Freire’s criticism of the traditional classroom setting, as he 
encountered it in Brazil and elsewhere in the 1950s and 60s, was 
that it amounted to a “transactional” model for learning. Taking his 
organizational metaphor from the financial sector, Freire describes 
a situation in which the student is conceived of as an empty bank 
account, into which the teacher makes “deposits” of knowledge. 
(develop more w/ specific reading of Freire)  Freire’s critique of the 
banking model is deserving of renewed attention in the wake of 
Philip Mirowski’s demonstration in Never Let a Serious Crisis go to 
Waste of the degree to which neoliberal beliefs about the financial-
ization of anything and everything have attained ideological status 
in contemporary discourse.  To the extent that the transactional 
or banking metaphor for education can be reflected back onto 
the economics from which it is derived, education must appear as 
some truly wondrous form of alchemy indeed. For if the teacher 
is transmitting knowledge, which has been conceived of as some 
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metaphysical substance or essence, to each of her student’s formerly 
empty accounts, it would appear that this bizarre metaphysical sub-
stance were multiplying many times over, without seeming to drain 
the originating account of the teacher in the least6. If such an alche-
my were to be accepted as a simple, if mystical, fact of the magic 
of education, it would indeed make perfect sense to increase this 
multiplier effect as much as possible through changes in the means 
of production such as MOOCs. Freire’s critique of the transactional 
model of education suggests, however, that the banking model is 
not simply a flawed conceptualization of knowledge and educa-
tion, but that perpetuating it does substantive harm to the teacher 
and the student. If he is right, then merely changing the scale of 
the classroom to be “massive” as MOOCs suggest would do little 
to address the sorts of divides in access to education that MOOC 
advocates like to tout; instead what is needed would entail a change 
in the relations of production. Freire goes on in Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed to demonstrate the truly global stakes of the acceptance 
of the transactional model of education, as a particular form of the 
generalized problem of antidialogics, which reproduce the illuso-
ry dichotomy of the student and teacher on a variety of registers, 
including between more and less developed nation-states.

The connections between the problems of “transmission” 
and the critique of pedagogical norms implicit in Jacques Rancier’s 
meditation on the unusual situation of 19th century school-teach-
er Joseph Jacotot are prehaps less obvious. In part that is due to 
Rancier’s rather steadfast refusal, within The Ignorant Schoolmaster 
to depart from his narration of Jacotot’s educational experiments 
for the sake of anachronistic transposition onto contemporary 
debates in the 1980s about school reforms in France–despite Ran-
cier’s knowledge that the text would inevitably be read in precisely 
that register. Further, The Ignorant Schoolmaster says little about 
the form that knowledge takes, abstaining from commonsensical 
tendencies to envision knowledge as some metaphysical essence 
or substance. Instead, Rancier’s focus is almost exclusively on the 

6 To the extent that this might form a useful manner of conceptualizing 
the semiotic processes of education at all, it is worth noting that the form it takes 
is much less that of the physical transmission of a signal or a fluid, and more akin 
to the viral spread and replication of memetics.
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relationships within Jacotot’s classroom, the relations, that is, be-
tween Jacotot and his students. Rancier, following Jacotot himself, 
characterizes that relationship as one of equality, an equality which 
came about through the happenstance of Jacotot being pressed into 
the job of teaching French to a classroom of Dutch schoolchildren, 
despite Jacotot himself not speaking a word of Flemish. 

This accidental “equality” between teacher and student, 
forged precisely in a shared incapacity to translate between lan-
guages, reaffirmed Enlightenment era beliefs about equality in 
education that Jacotot had held previously. Rancier frames this 
equality in terms of a set of educational practices, in the sense that 
Jacotot upends the pedagogical assumption that only through a 
long process of rigorous study can the student become the equal of 
the master by practicing equality within the classroom itself. But 
the practice could be productively reframed as a refusal of trans-
mission, in the sense that Jacotot’s lack of a shared language with 
his students disrupts the illusion that some essence or substance of 
knowledge is transmitted from teacher to student. 

Moreover, in the introduction to the English translation of 
The Ignorant Schoolmaster, Kristin Ross goes to some lengths to 
situate Rancier’s text as a continuation of an explicit critique of his 
own teacher, Althusser, a critique which first surfaced, ten years 
prior, in Racier’s second book-length study, Althusser’s Lesson. 
Ross explains that in view expressed by Rancier in that text, Althus-
serianism “emerges first and foremost as a theory of education.” 
(Rancier, xvi) And, as Ross also demonstrates using a 1964 quota-
tion from Althusser himself, that theory of education is predicated 
on a fundamental inequality between the teacher and the student: 
“The function of teaching is to transmit a determinate knowledge 
to subjects who do not possess this knowledge. The teaching situa-
tion thus rests on the absolute condition of an inequality between a 
knowledge and a nonknowledge.” (as quoted by Ross, introduction 
to The Ignorant Schoolmaster. From Louis Althusser, “Probl.mes 
etudiants,” La Nouvelle Critique, 152 (Jan. 1964)). Paraphrasing 
Ranciere’s critique of Althusser, Kristin Ross concludes that, “The 
last resource of philosophy is to eternalize the division of labor that 
grants it its place,” by which she means that Althusser’s insistence 
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upon the transmission model of education, and the inequality of 
the teacher and student, are self-serving insofar as they naturalize 
his professorial position of relative power and privilege (Ranciere, 
xviii).

While Althusser’s conception of a “nonknowledge” might 
be shown to offer some substantive ontological differences from 
the commonsensical conception of the student as empty of knowl-
edge that Freire’s “transactional” model elucidates, the practical 
effects are the same, and Rancier’s description of Jacotot’s practice 
of equality bears striking resemblance to Freire’s prescriptions for 
dialogic education. For both authors, the method of liberation be-
gins with replacing the myth of the inequality between the teacher 
and the student (what Kristin Ross terms “the pedagogical fiction,”) 
with specific, concrete practices of speaking to one another as 
equals.

 It is perhaps that spirit of egalitarianism that is the most 
important lesson to be learned from The Public School. Divorced 
from a institutional hierarchies, educational activities readily take 

Kathryn L. Pringle & Samantha Giles reading, a Poetry 
Research Bureau event at The Public School Los Angeles.

Photo by Harold Abramowitz
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up the dialogic mode described by Freire and others. To the extent 
that information might be said to be transmitted at all, it is a two-
way street, characterized by a great deal of noise and productive 
mis-understanding. Yet within the academic setting, where pro-
fessors pride themselves on the autonomy of their classrooms, it is 
exceedingly, and maybe increasingly, rare to hear of dialogic exper-
iments that might interrupt the smooth, seamless transmission of 
information.

 But this simple conclusion belies the truly difficult work of 
actually engaging in such concretely egalitarian practices within the 
context of the academy, and for that I don’t have any simple an-
swers, but I do have one fairly simple suggestion. I mentioned earli-
er that the default mode for conducting classes at The Public School 
seems to rely on conventions from consensus decision making 
process, such as used in worker collectives and affinity groups, and 
as has been somewhat popularized by Occupy movements. With-
in such consensus-based groups there is a concept that circulates 
which is referred to as “step-up, step-back.” The idea of “step-up, 
step-back,” is to recognize that even within a formally non-hierar-
chical organization, certain voices often tend to dominate discus-
sion while others tend to be quiet, and that those dominant voices 
tend to belong to individuals who inhabit various other forms of 
privilege and power. As such, “step-up, step-back” is the practice of 
the more out-spoken participants pushing themselves to shut up 
and listen, and the quieter participants pushing themselves to speak 
up. As someone who, by inclination or by socialization, has tend-
ed to be out-spoken in such settings, I know that this practice has 
helped me in collective decision making and beyond, and I believe 
that it helps in my work as an educator.
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